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Angles 2 and 6 are corresponding 

Angles 2 and 3 are vertical angles (always =) 

Angles 7 and 8 are a linear pair (always supplementary) 

Angle 3 is obtuse so answer D is wrong 

SSM: 

•pair of angles must involve 

both lines 

•only one answer, A, works 

Lines and Angles 



Angles 2 and 6 are corresponding 

same side of the transversal and same side (above) the other line 

SSM: 

•pair of angles involve both lines (eliminates H) 

• same side of transversal (eliminates G) 

•both obtuse (eliminates F) 

•only one answer, J, works 

Lines and Angles 



Interior + Exterior = 180        (linear pair) 

180 – 72 = 108 

SSM: 

• interior angle < 180 

•180 (72 + 108) is a “magic” # 

Lines and Angles 



Angles 1, 3, 9, and 16 are obtuse 

Angle 12 is acute 

 

Angles 3 and 9 are corresponding 

Angle 16 is an alternate exterior angle to Angle 3 

SSM: 

•angle 1 is obtuse 

•angle 12 is acute 

Lines and Angles 



No special relationship between x and 130. 

Angle x is alternate interior with the angle that forms a linear pair with 130 

So x + 130 = 180, then x = 50 

SSM: 

•x is acute 

•180 is magic number 

•180 – 130 = 50 

Lines and Angles 



Make linear pair combinations for each line 

w: 70, 110;  x: 80, 100;  y: 110, 70;  z: 100, 80 

w and y match up and x and z match up 

SSM: 

• extend lines as far as possible 

•w and x intersect 

•y and z intersect 

Lines and Angles 



Angles 4 and 12 are corresponding 

They are on the same side of n so A is incorrect 

Angle 4 is exterior so B is incorrect 

They aren’t on the same line so D is incorrect 

SSM: 

•4 and 12 are same side of n 

•4 is exterior and 12 is interior 

• corresponding 

Lines and Angles 



Angles 1 and 2 are consecutive interior (supplementary) 

Angles 2 and 5 are vertical angles (always =) 

Angles 3 and 4 are consecutive interior (supplementary) 

Angles 1 and 3 are alternate interior (equal) 

SSM: 

•pair of angles must involve 

both lines 

•must be same classification 

•only one answer, G, works 

Lines and Angles 



Use compass to “measure” AB  

Place at C and see where it hits 

SSM: 

•use scratch paper to measure AB  

•See which point gives same 

distance 

Lines and Angles 



Use compass to find two points on line l equal distant from A 

Draw two arcs (with same radius) from those points 

Connect their intersection and point A 

SSM: 

•Use scratch paper lines and 

edge to match A with X 

Lines and Angles 



Use compass to find two points on rays equal distant from C 

Draw two arcs (with same radius) from those points 

Connect their intersection and point C 

SSM: 

•Use scratch to measure 

distance from end of arcs to 

each point 

•The point that is equidistant is 

the answer 

Lines and Angles 



Law of Syllogism:  p must imply r 

SSM: 

•Think transitive property of 

equality:  p = q and q = r so p = r 

Triangles and Logic 



First part represents q and second part represents ~p 

SSM: 

•q is second statement 

•only one answer has q first 

Triangles and Logic 



Since all of set A is inside of set M, then all A are M 

SSM: 

•not much help 

Triangles and Logic 



9 has to be opposite the 70° angle (from answer A and C) 

Answer B we can figure the missing angle to be 70°  

So answer D has 9 opposite a 60° angle 

SSM: 

•Use eyes (or scratch paper) to 

see which triangle is different 

Triangles and Logic 



12 is to 8 the same as 18 is to 12 or 15 is to 10 

 

Need to match up correct sides (LM  IJ and NM  KJ) 

 

SSM: 

•not much help 

•Answer J is same value as IJ 

so it must be wrong 

Triangles and Logic 



Triangles and Logic 

Midpoints divide segments into congruent halves: 

  so LM = MN  and   KM = MP 

Vertical angles KML  NMP 

so SAS 

SSM: 

•Using given info mark S and A 

for congruent sides or angles 

•Two sides  SAS or SSS 

•Third S  shared side (NO!) 

•Middle A  vertical angle (YES!)  



Triangles and Logic 

two smallest sides added together > biggest side 

 

A fails because its two smallest sides = biggest side 

SSM: 

•not  3 triangles and one not 

 



Triangles and Logic 

Arrange sides from smallest to largest based on numbers 

   6, 8, 10 

Substitute the side’s names (line segments) 

   EF, DE, DF 

Put in missing letter from triangle 

   D, F, E 

Angles are now from smallest to largest 

SSM: 

•virtual alligator 

•Largest stick  largest angle 

•DF is biggest so E is biggest 

•EF is smallest so D is 

smallest 



Triangles and Logic 

Arrange angles from smallest to largest based on given 

   C, B, A 

Put in missing letters from triangle 

   AB, AC, BC 

Sides are now from smallest to largest 

SSM: 

•virtual alligator 

•Largest angle  largest stick 

•A is biggest so BC is biggest 

•C is smallest so AB is smallest 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem: 

 

 7² + 8²  =  x² 

49 + 64  =  x² 

       113 =  x² 

      10.6 = x 

(10 < x < 11)  without a calculator 

SSM: 

•measure 7 with scrap paper 

•measure 8 with scrap paper 

• If to scale (or close) then 

measure x with scrap paper 

•Estimate answer 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem:                              Special Case Right ∆s  

 

  90²  +   90²  =  x²                                    90 = ½ hyp √2 

8100 + 8100  =  x²                                  180 = hyp √2 

            16200 =  x²                         180 / √2  = hyp 

              90√2 = x                                 90√2 = hyp 

SSM: 

•measure 90 with scrap paper 

•measure H-2B with scrap paper 

•Estimate answer 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem:                              Pythagorean Triple! 

                                                                            (3-4-5)  3 

  9²  +   12²  =  x² 

 81  + 144   =  x² 

            225 =  x² 

              15 = x 

SSM: 

•measure 9 with scrap 

paper 

•measure 12 with scrap 

paper 

• If seems to scale (or 

close), then measure 

diagonal 

•Estimate answer 



Polygons and Circles 

Parallelograms:  consecutive angles are supplementary 

 

angle D forms a right angle with 40° angle, so angle D = 50 

180 – 50 = 130 

                                            or 

Parallelograms: opposite angles congruent 

 

angle A is exterior angle to shed so angle A = 40 + 90 = 130 

angle C must be 130 

SSM: 

•angle is obtuse 



Polygons and Circles 

Parallelograms:  diagonals form alternate interior angles 

 

so angle D is 56 + 44 = 100 

 

Parallelograms: consecutive angles supplementary 

 

angle E = 180 – 100 = 80 

SSM: 

•angle is large acute 

•only C applies 



Polygons and Circles 

Parallelograms:  opposite side parallel 

 

so slope from MN must be same for PO 

 

over (left) 1 and up 4 gets to (-4, 2) 

SSM: 

•plot each of the answer points 

(-5, 2), (-4, 2), (-3, 2) and (0,2) 

•Use eyes to see which is correct 



Polygons and Circles 

Octagon:  360 / 8 = 45 (exterior angle measure) 

 

Once around a point is 360° 

Interior angle + exterior angle = 180 

two rectangle corners (90+90) = 180 

 

so x must be the same as the exterior angle! 

 

x = 45 

SSM: 

•angle is acute 

•answer D is wrong 



Polygons and Circles 

number of sides, n is obtain by: 

 

n = 360 / ext angle  

   = 360 / 24  

   = 15 

SSM: 

•no real help 



Polygons and Circles 

Exterior angle + interior angle = 180 

          ext          +        162          = 180 

                                            ext  = 18 

 

number of sides, n is obtain by: 

 

n = 360 / ext angle  

   = 360 / 18  

   = 20 

SSM: 

•no real help 



Polygons and Circles 

once around the circle is 360 

so arcs PSR + PR = 360 

               280 + PR = 360 

                         PR = 80 

 

POR is a central angle and equal to its arc 

POR = 80 

SSM: 

•angle is large acute 

•Answers F and J wrong 



Polygons and Circles 

side with 2x + 6 forms a rectangle 

opposite side of a rectangle are equal 

 

2x + 6 = 20 

2x       = 14 

x         = 7 

SSM: 

•measure side with x in it 

• compare with other sides 

•must be equal to 20 

•plug in answers to see 

which equals 20 



Polygons and Circles 

chords that cut a circle into equal arcs are equal in length 

 

WY cuts circle into 25 + 40 = 65° arc 

XZ cuts circle into 25 + 40 = 65° arc 

SSM: 

•measure WY and 

compare to XZ 



Polygons and Circles 

area of a circle = r² 

                          = 8² 

                          = 64 

 

divided by 6 gives 10.67 = 33.5 

SSM: 

•no real help 

•use equation sheet 

• r = 8 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

There are 9 blocks in the face and 3 deep = 27 

and 7 blocks on top 

 

34 blocks each are 1 cubic units each 

SSM: 

• count the blocks 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

4 rows of blocks; all but the 

2nd row has two blocks deep 

SSM: 

• look at the tops of each 

block in picture 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

V = (4/3)r³ 

   = (4/3) 8³ 

   = (4/3)  512 

   = 682.67  

   = 2144.66 

SSM: 

•use formula sheet 

• r = 8 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

SA = 2(lw + lh + wh) 

   = 2(51 + 51 + 11)  

   = 2(5 + 5 + 1) 

   = 2(11) 

   = 22 

SSM: 

•use formula sheet 

• l = 5; w = 1; h = 1 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

set up similar triangles: 

 
28         ST 
----   =   -----            30 ST = 2940             ST = 98 
30         105 

SSM: 

•measure the 30 side 

•measure the 105 side 

•Not to scale! 

 

•Answer closest # to 105 

since 28 is close to 30 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

Use scaling factor of similar triangles: 

 

∆V is twice as big as ∆U 

 

2 + 4 = 6   and 6  2 = 12 

SSM: 

•must be bigger than 6!  

•measure the 2 side 

measure the 4 side 

seems to scale! 

 

•Use 4 side to measure x 

and the y 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

line of symmetry means to be able to fold in half 

 

scalene triangles can not be folded in half 

so no lines of symmetry 

SSM: 

•How can the triangle be 

folded in half? 

• It can’t! 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

slope = ∆y / ∆x 

 
(2 - -1)           3          1 
---------  =  -------  = --- 
(-4 – 2)         -6         -2 

SSM: 

• falling  negative slope 

• less than a one to one change 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

reflection across the origin is the same as 

a 180° rotation about the origin 

SSM: 

•not a reflection across a line! 

•half way around the origin 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

midpoint formula: ( (x1+x2)/2 , (y1+y2)/2 )   

 

( (3+6)/2 , (3+6)/2 )  =  (9/2, 9/2)  = (4.5, 4.5) 

SSM: 

•plot each answer on 

graph paper 

•only answer C between 

AB 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

Line y = 5 cuts the rectangle into two halves 

 

so it is a line of symmetry 

SSM: 

•graph each answer 

•which cuts rectangle in half? 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

reflection across line y = x 

 

points and their reflections are 

equal distance from line of reflection 

SSM: 

• reflections  equal 

distance 

• folded over line y = x 


